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Focus of this Review
This review focuses on the global innovation & patenting activity by companies in Li-ion battery
high energy positive electrode active materials for large scale, high energy applications (key
application: EVs). Patent family publication dates ( rst / earliest family member) between January
2019 and November 2022 were considered and were classi ed into 5 categories: A) bulk
properties; B) particle microstructure, composites, gradients; C) surfaces; D) manufacturing,
reliability & safety; E) positive electrodes; F) active materials produced through recycling.
Each listed patent family has been labeled according to its active material category: Li-rich
layered oxides - (LRLO, 10% or more overlithiation), Mn-containing spinels, LNO, (close to)
stoichiometric layered oxides other than NMC, NCA, NMCA, LNO (up to 10% overlithiation),
NMCA, NCA, NMC, phosphates, Fe-Mn oxides, rock-salt structures. If applicable, listed patent
families are agged with ‘possible use for commercial products’ (if an elevated likelihood is seen
by the author towards commercialization). The goal is that the reader understands which product
development topics are of highest commercial interest to the industry, and how the high energy
positive electrode active materials supply chain will prospectively evolve in the coming years.

Decision Tree for High Energy Positive Electrodes
In Figures 2-7 below, R&D decisions by various companies are plotted, as re ected in the patent
literature. The emphasis is on illustrating the commercially most relevant and promising options,
without claiming comprehensiveness as to capturing all applicants active in a certain area. With
few exceptions, only new patent families published since 2019 have been included (focus: new
patent families published since 2021). It is therefore possible that earlier patents that constitute
‘foundational IP’ are not shown.
Figure 4: decision tree - bulk chemical composition / structural class
(the full version contains all entries)
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LNO (stoichiometric, layered LiNiO2): LNO has very quickly expanded from the academic
domain to being a very hot topic of commercially oriented product development. Doping
(BASF - Zr, SVOLT - Zr / Ta / Co), coating (Sumitomo Metal Mining - Li3PO4), mixing with
NMC (LG Chemical / LG Energy Solution) are strategies pursued to stabilize LNO towards
su cient cycling stability and 1st cycle e ciency. SM Lab’s approach to LNO has not yet
been published in the patent literature.
Because the theoretical energy density limits of LNO are very favorable (275 mAh/g
reversible capacity, 3.8 V vs. Li⁺/Li average potential) without the need for overlithiation (risk
of gassing, accelerated aging at high voltages as described above for LRLO), LNO will
continue to represent a highly attractive product development target for current
manufacturers of stoichiometric layered oxides and other players that wish to develop
positive electrode active materials that can be deployed in liquid, semi-solid and solid Li-ion
battery cells (i.e., unlike overlithiated LRLO and Mn-rich spinels, the market success of LNO
likely does not hinge on the successful establishment of solid catholyte / solid electrolyte
supply chains).

Machine Learning-Based Identification of Commercially Relevant
Patents
b-science.net has developed a supervised machine learning methodology to assess the
commercial relevance of patents, combined with an automatic translation framework that makes
sure Non-English patents are also identi ed. The methodology was validated as shown in the
Appendix. With this approach, we have comprehensively identi ed & classi ed patents by
companies active in commercial R&D on high energy Li-ion battery positive electrodes.
Table 1: Number of commercially relevant Li-ion battery high energy positive electrode patent
families between January 2019 and July 27th, 2022 (publication of earliest family member)
Company

LG Energy
Solution / LG
Chemical

Country

2019 2020 2021

Korea

156

87

106

2022
(until
Jul 27)

105

Total
Joint patent lings /
(2020-2022) JVs or technical
partnerships /
licenses / patent
transfers
298

-

3M / Umicore
BASF Toda
B&M
GS Energy
UChicago Argonne

305 additional companies are listed in the full review.
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Discussion of Companies
The Extended Preview includes the chapter on CATL.
You can receive it for free upon:
- requesting a quote
- or registering for the free version of b-science.net

Patent Analysis Machine Learning Methodology & Validation
The patent information source for this review is the European Patent O ce (EPO), which covers
patent lings from more than 100 patent o ces around the world. >2.4M patent documents are
included in the b-science.net database that were published since 1980, which either contain the
words 'battery' or 'batteries' in the title or abstract, or were assigned to one of the energy
storage-related CPC (cooperative patent classi cation) or IPC (international patent classi cation)
codes: H01M (batteries & fuel cells) or H01G (capacitors). Patent families that were not available
in English in the EPO database were Google machine translated (titles, abstracts, applicants).
Some Google translations of applicants were manually corrected. An ML model was de ned for
commercially relevant high energy positive electrodes of Li-ion batteries. Patent documents were
grouped into patent families and scored with the ML model. An ML relevancy score cuto value
of 40 was applied (100: very relevant, 0: not relevant). In this review, patent families published
between January 1st, 2019 and July 27th, 2022 were included statistical Table 1 on patent family
publications (publication date of earliest family member). A range of key patent families
published between August and November 2022 are also listed and discussed in company
chapters of this review, without being part of statistical Table 1.
The methodology was validated with patent families by Sumitomo Metal Mining (patent
families rst published in 2020-2022). 176 patent families by Sumitomo Metal Mining were
manually classi ed as relevant, and 48 patent families were manually classi ed as not relevant.
Of these 176 relevant patent families, 173 exhibit an ML score of >40, while 3 relevant patent
families with ML scores of 37, 35, 31 were below the cuto value of 40 (false-negatives). For 2
patent families, ML scores of 46 & 42 were above the cuto value even though they were
manually classi ed as not relevant (false-positives).

Disclaimer
We are committed to listen to and provide high quality services to the energy storage
community, but we cannot guarantee that our services are free of errors. All warranties and
liabilities on the part of b-science.net GmbH (LLC) and its a liates are excluded. Please check
our Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy, which apply to this document.
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